
Dean’s Seminar on the Legal Profession 
Exercise #1:   

What does your social media and other internet presence say about you? 

 

You are the Recruiting Partner for a prominent Tulsa law firm.  You have just received a list 

of candidate names from the Professional Development Office (PDO) for students who would 

like to clerk in Summer 2014 at your law firm.   

Your managing partner has instructed you to conduct an extensive, online investigation of 

the candidates in advance of selecting candidates to interview.   You have no other information 

about the students provided by the PDO, but you have met some of the students before at a 

networking event and have some limited information about them in that way.   

Please answer the following questions for the student in which you have been 

assigned: 

1. You start your investigation with a simple search of the student’s name on Google, 

Yahoo, Bing or another similar search engine.   

a. What does this search reveal about this student?   

b. Do you find anything concerning potentially concerning about the student? 

 

2. Results for multiple people with the same students’ name are provided in your simple 

search, so you decide to add “Tulsa” in the search engine with the student’s name. 

a. What does this search reveal about this student?   

b. Do you find anything concerning potentially concerning about the student? 

 

3. If you have previously met this student through networking, you conduct a search based 

upon what you know about the student (hometown, college attended, etc.). 

a. What does this search reveal about this student?   

b. Do you find anything concerning potentially concerning about the student based? 

 

4. You conduct a search on Twitter for the student.   

a. Do you find any tweets by this student or anyone with this student’s name?   

b. If you find the student’s tweets, what impression does that leave with you of the 

student? 

c. If you assume some other tweets found under the student’s name are your 

student’s tweets, what impression does that leave with you of the student? 

 

5. You conduct a search on Facebook for the student.   

a. Do you find any profile of this student or anyone with this student’s name?   

b. If you find the student, what impression does the Facebook presence leave?   

c. If you do not find the student, assume the first profile is the student’s.   What 

impression does that leave with you of the student? 
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6. You conduct a search on LinkedIn for the student.   

a. Do you find a profile for the student?   

b. If so, does it currently represent that the student is currently attending the 

University of Tulsa College of Law?  

 

7. Based upon your investigation, what comments or recommendations do you have for 

the student regarding their social media and web presence?  

  


